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        After his admission that he had smoked crack cocaine in a drunken stupor, em-
battled Toronto Mayor Rob Ford defended himself  from those calling for him to resign 
or take a leave of  action, saying his work at “changing the toxic paradigm” was too 
important.

        “Really, you should all be thanking me,” Ford said to a crowd of  stunned reporters.  
“I’m changing the dialogue surrounding drugs.  Before me, crack was a drug for criminals, 
for shaking junkies, for addled drifters and prostitutes.  It was used as one of  many tools 
to segregate society based on class; a way for the cocaine-snorting bourgeoisie to look 
down on the common man.  But I’m changing that.”

        Ford claims his crack-smoking, rather than satisfying “a selfish, base desire,” is an 
act of  political rebellion against the status quo.  “I’m breaking down class barriers.  The 
bourgeoisie has lost yet another tool to reinforce their false superiority; now, a wealthy 
member of  the ruling class, like myself, can also partake in such a base act, thereby rob-
bing the act of  its baseness.  The crack addicts of  Toronto can thank me with their votes.  
I have restored their humanity.”

        Ford took on a slew of  questions after unveiling his thesis, revealing that his next 
plans were to “de-legitimize the unjust, unfair classism inherent in our treatment of  public 
urination.”  When asked if  he was currently on crack, Ford chuckled.  “Nope,” he said, 
pulling a crack pipe and baggie of  crack rock out of  his suit pocket, “but I will be in a few 
minutes.  Never stop fighting.  Smoke rocks and don’t give up.”

Spring-Fall Theme = Conspiracy!!!1!1
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Thesis Freak

Boner Owner: Take a Look...
Boner Owner is a lover, not a fighter. His boner is both, as well as a merchant, a chancellor, and a 
wizard.  His boner is everything.
 
Q: Boner Owner, how’d the fight go?
A: It went. When I arrived, the penis had already become a Category Six emergency, 
having sprouted not only prongs, but also prongs from the prongs.  Fortunately, it didn’t 
try to run away or take any hostages, as it seemed to think its agility and venom would be 
enough to save it.  They weren’t.  As long as [REDACTED] takes the pills I gave him and 
keeps his balls under ten degrees Celsius for the next two weeks, he should be good as 
new in no time.  Plus, the penis might still be prehensile enough to tie knots!
 
Q: Boner Owner, how does The Pamphlette get your columns? For that matter, how do you 
get these questions?
A: My telepathy gets me the questions easily enough.  After I consult with my boner for 
the answers and write the responses, I send Vas, my faithful messenger-flamingo, to fly 
down the side of  my mountain sanctuary and deliver my answers to Sam, my liaison at 
The Pamphlette.  He chooses a few of  the hundreds of  exchanges I send and prints them, 
and sends Vas back with my payment.  I’m getting five peanuts a month, now, but I think 
I’ll get a raise soon (Editor’s note: nope.)
 
Q: Can I visit you in your mountain sanctuary?
A: Sure, but you must pass the Nineteen Trials of  the Ancient Boners.  So far, only I, Vas, 
and maybe two other beings have ever passed.  We have a graveyard for those who failed.
 
Q: Boner Owner, what do you think of  the new “Dicks At Reed” and “Bewbs @ Reed” 
tumblrs? Will you be submitting photos to either of  them?
A: I’m not terribly confident in my boobs, so I probably won’t be submitting to that 
tumblr.  But take a look at the Dicks At Reed tumblr.  I’m not going to submit any photos 
that are solely about my boner, but I think if  you look closely at other people’s photos 
you’ll find mine in their somewhere.  Keep looking; he’s a master of  disguise.
 
Q: Boner Owner, my boyfriend and I are trying to “spice things up” in the bedroom, and 
a lot of  people have suggested kegel exercises.  What do you think about them?
A: Ohhhhh no, I’m not falling into this trap again.  Sure, it starts as something innocent, 
like kegel exercises or training your erection to become a prehensile, independent being, 
and the next thing you know [REDACTED] is on the floor sobbing as my boner shoots 
bursts of  lightning at the penis-chimera that used to be his boyfriend.  Don’t try kegel 
exercises.  Don’t ever try anything.  You people aren’t ready, and I don’t know if  you’ll 
ever be.
 
Boner Owner used to have another flamingo, Deferens, but she died of  grief  when she realized how few 
people were sending questions for Boner Owner to pamphlette@gmail.com.  Vas has been looking frail for 
a while now…

“Do I see myself  as a modern Che Guevara? I suppose...if  he smoked 
more crack”—Rob Ford

Rob Ford: “I’m Changing the
 Dialogue.”

Listen up, people. It’s time to talk about this year’s Spring Fall theme: “Ye Olde Reed.” To my understand-
ing, this theme title indicates that we’ll basically be having an actual olde-fashioned Renn Fayre this December. 
Meta, right? A Renn-Fayre themed mini-Renn Fayre? It sounds just adorable...until you dig a little deeper. 
Something seedy is afoot, I can smell it. Bear with me. Soon, all will be clear.

        What comes to mind when you hear the word “Renaissance”? Oil pant? Nudity? Science? 
Religion having slap-fights with science? Oil-painted nude scenes of  the slap-fights between 
Religion and Science? As a relatively uninformed philistine, all that sounds about right. How-
ever, there is only one thing I know without a doubt to be true, thanks to a Wikipedia search I 
had someone else do for me: the Renaissance was full of  buboes. 

        Now, I know “buboes” (pronounced “boo-bows”) sounds like what a first-year Spanish 
student might call breasts, but if  you look them up (don’t), you’ll find that they are actually a 
symptom of  the bubonic plague, AKA “the Black Plague.” Also, they’re absolutely disgust-
ing. I don’t need to tell you this, though. Within the next two months, you will, unfortunately, 
develop an intimate familiarity with buboes in all of  their forms, because the powers that be 
(John Kroger? the Spring-Fall czars? our mighty nutria overlords?) are going to infect our 
campus with the Black Plague. It’s painfully obvious, if  you only consider the evidence.

        Think, sheeple! What’s the best way to spread a plague? Well, rats, historically, but around 
here? By giving it to a few people with alluring lips and making it socially acceptable to mash 
faces with near strangers. Within two or three hours, everyone in the marginally-less-awkward 
half  of  our fair school will be plague-ridden. 

        Now, I know what you’re thinking: won’t there be signs of  the disease? Won’t people 
be able to tell which people they should and should not swap fluids with based on outward 
plague symptoms? That’s a comforting thought, I’m sure. But think: what’s the best way 
to keep the burgeoning apocalypse under wraps? To disguise it as elaborate costuming, of  
course! With the number of  cosplayers at this college, people are bound to assume that any 
oozing pustules they see during Spring Fall thesis parade are just exceedingly special-effects 
makeup. Hence, the Renn Fayre theme. 

        Do not fall for their sinister plot, dear reader. If  you see a leaking bubo, do not kiss it. 
Keep your mouth far away from it, in fact. Try not to breathe the air immediately surrounding 
it. Instead, don a sterile surgical mask and find a White Bird official. 

Thesis Freak of  the Week: Lester Boozman
 
Right Versus Wrong: How Can We Know Which is Which?

        “I mean some things are perceived by one society as being wrong, but not by another 
society, right? Like in China they eat dogs, but you can’t do that over here. So my thesis is all 
about finding out what’s up with that.” So says senior philosophy major Lester Boozman, 
a little bit too loudly given that he’s talking to The Pamphlette at his thesis desk at 9 PM on a 
Thursday.
 
        Boozman first became interested in right and wrong when, as a freshman, he had his 
second meeting with Bruce Smith to discuss his repeated AOD violations. “I didn’t think I’d 
been doing anything wrong. But he did. We talked about it a lot, and that’s when I first started 
really thinking: what are right and wrong, anyway?”
 
        While he’s been pondering the project on and off  for his past five years at Reed, Booz-
man didn’t really dive into thesis research until last week. “My advisor really didn’t like the 
idea. I argued with him a lot. He said it wasn’t, like, tightly focused enough. But it’s a big 
topic. So you can’t focus too tightly. Right?” His thesis desk is remarkably bare, marked only 
by his laptop, a pallet of  Gatorade, and a copy of  the collected works of  Seneca. “I never 
read that shit back in Hum, but I checked it out over the summer and it’s pretty dope,” 
Boozman told The Pamphlette in between gulps of  Gatorade, earning him a dirty look from his 
thesis desk partner, edgy History major Helen Patel. “I’m probably going to use him as kinda 
the basis for my argument. Like, to introduce the thesis.”
 
        Whatever the current response, Boozman is confident that his finished thesis will be a 
valuable contribution to the literature. “It’s a great topic because it links into so many other 
big questions. Like, a lot of  people think the word of  God is how we know right from wrong. 
But is God even real?” Boozman raised his eyebrows and took another sip of  Gatorade.
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Pictured: a plague-safe costume choice.


